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Space Twister
Pages 2

Estes Prostar
Page 2
 
Plastic models for all ages and interests.
Pages 3-12

PLUS:

Yeti Jr.™ SCORE® Trophy Truck®

Pages 6 - 7

®

Yeti Electric 4WD RTR
Pages 8 - 9

Also available
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®

Yeti Electric 4WD RTR
Pages 8 - 9

Also available

R A D I O  C O N T R O L   •   M A R C H  2 0 1 7G R E A T  P L A N E S  M O D E L  D I S T R I B U T O R S

RISE Vusion House Racer Indoor FPV Race 
Pack RTF
Pages 2 - 3

HPI Savage XL is ready to take on any terrain!
Pages 10 - 11

The Duratrax 32-Bit Multi-Driver is a compact 
versatile pocket-sized tool
Page 15

PLUS:

Click for Radio Control

Click for General Hobby
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™

RISE0207 Vusion House Racer Indoor FPV Race Pack-RTF
RISE0208 Vusion House Racer Indoor FPV Race Pack-FPV Ready
Rotor Diameter: 125 mm (4.9 in)
FPV-Ready version requires: 5+ channel SLT radio, goggles or monitor
RTF requires: nothing!

 ❚ Ready-to-Fly version comes with a Tactic FPV-RM2 
5.8GHz Monitor, FPV-G1 Goggles and a RISE J2000 
6-channel 2.4GHz radio system with Flip button and 
monitor holder

 ❚ FPV-Ready version is compatible with virtually all FPV 
goggles and monitors on the market — just add the 
5-channel SLT radio and goggles or monitor of your choice

 ❚ Both versions include a 600TVL camera and 25mW 
40-channel 5.8GHz video transmitter

 ❚ Long-lasting 1S 3.7V 650mAh LiPo battery delivers 6-8 
minutes of �ight time

Includes:

NEWPRODUCT

™

™

Long story short...

From the Experts:
No corner of your house is off-limits with the Vusion House 
Racer! Zip and �ip through every room, and create instant 
obstacle courses. Use the FPV camera to shoot edge-of-your-
seat footage, and immerse yourself in the action with the LCD 
monitor and goggles. And don’t worry — the Vusion is tough 
enough to take a hit, and come back for more.

Put yourself at the controls of the Vusion 
House Racer, and turn your house upside 
down!

Let your friends bring the snacks, drinks and playlists. When you bring the Vusion House Racer, you bring the party.  
Zip and �ip through the crowd. Create a pylon course with plastic cups. Feel the adrenaline pumping as you cross 
the �nish line.

Until you bring the Vusion House Racer, a party isn’t a party. 
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Also available separately

 Includes:
 (2) Ring gates – test your dexterity, and  

  your nerves

  (3) Arrows – to point the way around   
  your course

  (1) Checkered Flag gate – the of�cial   
  starting/�nish line

  (1) Pylon gate – make the sharpest turns  
  to save valuable time
  (2) 3M Command™ strips
  (1) Instructional brochure

3M and Command are registered trademarks of 3M

www.gpdealer.com    ❘   March 2017 5March 2017   ❘   4 Tech Support  217-398-8970 Products for everyone!

RISP0002 RISE Ring Race Gate $6.99

RISP0003 RISE Checkered Flag Race Gate $14.99

RISP0004 RISE Pylon Race Gate with Flag $12.99

RISP0005 RISE Elevated Race Gate   $12.99

RISP0006 RISE Arch Race Gate with Flags $14.99

RISP0007 RISE LED Ring Race Gate  $19.99

RISP0001 RISE House Racer  FPV Race Gate System $39.99

Pitch the pizza boxes. Ditch the pool noodles. Indoor FPV has evolved with the House Racer FPV Race Gate 
System. It has everything you need to make your own custom courses, all in one box. Start with something simple, 
or bring your “A” game and build a more challenging layout. The choice is yours. With the House Racer FPV Race 
Gate System, there are no limits.
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®

AX90052 AXID9052 - Yeti Jr.™ SCORE® Trophy Truck®

Length: 13” (330mm)
Width: 6.9” (175mm)
Height: 5.0” (128mm)
Wheelbase: 8.1” (206mm)
Ground Clearance: 1.1” (27mm)
Weight: 1.75lbs (0.80kg)

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

Independent front suspension (IFS)

AR18 soild rear axle with 3-linked rear suspension

Adjustable coilover shocks (7mm diameter)

Of�cially licensed 1.2/1.55 BFGoodrich® BAJA  T/A® KR2 tires

Of�cially licensed 1.2/1.55 Method 105 Replica Wheels

Complete with Duratrax batteries and charger

Tactic TTX200 transmitter 2-channel radio

Water resistant 40T brushed electric motor

Waterproof Tactic RE20 ESC/Receiver combo

With the introduction of the Yeti line back in 2014, the bar was 
set.  Axial introduced a vehicle that featured independent 
front suspension(IFS) with a �oating solid rear axle, some-
thing commonly reserved only for the full size off-road realm.  
This time around, the decision was to make things a wee 
bit smaller, while still providing a high level of performance. 
Enter, The Yeti™Jr. SCORE® Trophy Truck® - RTR. We’ve taken 
all that you’ve come to love and appreciate in the Yeti chassis, 
but shrunk it down to 1/18th scale.  It’s powered by a 380 sized 
brushed motor which provides the perfect amount of torque 
and speed for this tiny Trophy Truck monster. Also featuring 
a bespoke all-in-one programmable Tactic ESC and receiver, 
paired with a 3-wire micro high torque steering servo. At the 
end of the day, the goal was to build a simple, fun, and easy to 
drive Yeti that anyone can handle.  The hardest part about the 
Yeti Jr. SCORE Trophy Truck is making sure you have enough 
battery packs charged in order to keep the adventure alive!

Trophy Truck and SCORE are registered trademarks of SCORE International and used under 
license.

BFGoodrich® Tires and Baja T/A® KR2 Trademarks are used under License from Michelin
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BFGoodrich® Tires and KRAWLER™ T/A®
Trademarks are used under License from Michelin

®

With the introduction of the Yeti line back in 2014, the bar was 
set.  Axial introduced a vehicle that featured independent 
front suspension(IFS) with a �oating solid rear axle, some-
thing commonly reserved only for the full size off-road realm.  
This time around, the decision was to make things a wee bit 
smaller, while still providing a high level of performance. En-
ter, Yeti™Jr. Rock Racer 1/18th Scale Electric 4WD - RTR. We’ve 
taken all that you’ve come to love and appreciate in the Yeti 
chassis, but shrunk it down to 1/18th scale.  It’s powered by a 
380 sized brushed motor which provides the perfect amount 
of torque and speed for this tiny rock racing monster. Also 
featuring a bespoke all-in-one programmable Tactic ESC and 
receiver, paired with a 3-wire micro high torque steering servo. 
At the end of the day, the goal was to build a simple, fun, and 
easy to drive Yeti that anyone can handle.  The hardest part 
about the Yeti Jr. Rock Racer is making sure you have enough 
battery packs charged in order to keep the adventure alive!

AX90054 AXID9054 - Yeti Jr.™ Rock Racer
Length: 11.6” (295mm)
Width: 7.4” (187mm)
Height: 5.4” (138mm)
Wheelbase: 8.1” (206mm)
Ground Clearance: 1.4” (35mm)
Weight: 1.75lbs (0.80kg)

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

Independent front suspension (IFS)

AR18 soild rear axle with 3-linked rear suspension

Adjustable coilover shocks (7mm diameter)

Of�cially licensed 1.55 BFGoodrich® Krawler™  T/A® tires

Of�cially licensed 1.55 Method 105 Replica Wheels

Complete with Duratrax batteries and charger

Tactic TTX200 transmitter 2-channel radio

Water resistant 40T brushed electric motor

Waterproof Tactic RE20 ESC/Receiver combo
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From the Experts:
When you pair the legendary Flux brushless power system 
with a virtually bulletproof drivetrain, you’ve got a monster 
truck that’s unstoppable! Everywhere you look the Savage 
XL Flux is beefed up to handle its awesome torque as well 
as any terrain or conditions you can imagine. And because 
it’s Ready-To-Run, you can be out terrorizing the competition 
right away.

It’s bigger, it’s faster, it’s stronger...the Savage 
XL Flux is a basher’s dream machine!

Long story short...

®

BRING ON THE BEAST!
 ❚ With its heavy-duty drivetrain and all-metal diffs the Savage XL Flux has more muscle 

than any other 1/8 scale electric monster truck

 ❚ The Flux 2200kV motor and 6S ESC crank out all the power you need for pulling off 

giant stunts and reaching speeds of over 60 mph

 ❚ A longer wheelbase and wider stance provides extra stability

 ❚ Rip through rain, snow, mud and more — all electronics are completely waterproof

 ❚ The aluminum Twin Vertical Plate (TVP) chassis �ghts chassis �ex and distortion

 ❚ Side-mounted battery holders hold a wide range of LiPos, and allow for electronics to 

be centrally located to lower CG and improve handling

 ❚ Big Bore shocks smooth out even the roughest terrain, and they’re adjustable

NEWPRODUCT
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Ready-To-Run 1/8 Scale 4WD Electric Monster Truck

From the Experts:
112609 HPID2609 Savage XL Flux 1/8 Scale 4WD 
Electric Monster Truck RTR
Length: 23 in (585 mm)
Width: 16.8 in (427 mm)
Height: 10 in (254 mm)
Weight: 14.77 lb (6.7 kg)
Requires: (2) 3S LiPo batteries, compatible charger



A WINNING PEDIGREE

204035 HBSC4035 E817 1/8 Scale 4WD 
Electric Competition Buggy Kit
Length: 19.1 in (486 mm)
Width: 12.2 in (310 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.8 in (325 mm)
Gear Ratio: 4.3:1
Requires: 2-channel radio system with 
1 high-torque steering servo, brushless 
motor, brushless ESC, battery, charger, 
tires, wheels, “AA” batteries

You’ll really appreciate the E817’s well 
thought-out design come race day!

From the Experts:
It’s already won the prestigious 2016 Euros — now let the 
E817 put  YOU on the podium. Bene�tting from the DNA 
of the World Champion D815 V2, this 1/8 electric terror is 
fast, strong and �at-out loaded!

Long story short...

 ❚ Fully adjustable battery mounting system that accepts 4S                                                                                 
brick packs, 2x2” long or “shorty” packs

 ❚ Packs mount directly to the chassis for the lowest CG                                                                                  
possible, and can be positioned to �ne-tune balance for better handling

 ❚ Milled aluminum chassis

 ❚ Four-wheel shaft drive with D815-style drivetrain and 43/10 gearbox ratio optimized for electric power

 ❚ Threaded Big Bore coil-over aluminum oil shocks with front/rear aluminum shock towers

 ❚ Fully adjustable steel turnbuckles and aluminum front/rear hubs

 ❚ Dual clamp aluminum motor mounts

 ❚ Sealed radio box

 ❚ Topped off with a Pro-Line Predator body
    with rear wing – also accepts nitro bodies
    and popular wheels and tires

March 2017   ❘   
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Side by side, you can easily see that the 
Speed B2102 is leaner and meaner.

You’ll go low with the Speed B2102, 
while the other are going home.

From the Experts:
Drop the Speed B2102 into your ride, and you’ll hug the 
track and conquer the corners like never before, and without 
sacri�cing cooling performance. It has all of the bene�ts of 
advanced Speed technology, with a bold new design that’s like 
no other power plants out there.

Long story short...
®

LOW PROFILE =
HIGH PERFORMANCE
Speed B2102 1/8 Scale Competition Buggy Engine

 ❚ Unveiled at the 2016 IFMAR 1/8 Off-Road World 
Championships 

 ❚ The shorter cylinder head looks cool, and lowers the 
engine’s CG by an impressive 17 millimeters

 ❚ You’ll see a big boost in your buggy’s handling, which   
can be a real difference-maker on race day 

 ❚ Ceramic bearings let you run cooler with no special 
handling or cleaning — they’re also lighter, create less 
friction and last longer than steel bearings

 ❚ Enjoy up to ten minutes of run time per tank with the 
Speed B2102’s more fuel-ef�cient 22C carburetor

 ❚ O.S. Speed innovations include a tungsten weighted 
crank shaft with diamond-like coating and silicon potting 

 ❚ Also available with a T2090SC muf�er

OSMG2064 Speed B2102 1/8 Scale Competition Buggy Engine
OSMG2065 Speed B2102 1/8 Scale Competition Buggy Engine 
w/T2090SC Muf�er
Displacement: 0.211 cu (3.46 cc)
Bore: 0.646 in (16.40 mm)
Stroke: 0.646 in (16.40 mm)
Practical RPM: 4,000-42,000
Power Output: 2.65 PS/2.61 hp @ 34,000 rpm
Weight: 12.25 oz (347 g)

Ceramic bearings let you run cooler with no special 
handling or cleaning — they’re also lighter, create less 

Enjoy up to ten minutes of run time per tank with the 
Speed B2102’s more fuel-ef�cient 22C carburetor

O.S. Speed innovations include a tungsten weighted 
crank shaft with diamond-like coating and silicon potting 
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Tiger 1 Early Production 1/24 Scale Battle Tank-Green Camo

VSKC2062 Tiger 1 Early Production 1/24 Battle
Tank-Green Camo
Length: 9 in (229 mm)
Width: 5.25 in (133 mm)
Height: 5.5 in (140 mm)
Weight: 2.6 lb (1.18 kg)
Maximum Infrared Shooting Distance: 26 feet (8 meters)
Maximum Turret Rotation: 330°
Includes: 2.4GHz radio system
Requires: 14 “AA” batteries, six for the transmitter and 
eight for the tank

You’ll be proud to display — and command — 
this 1/24 scale Tiger 1 tank! 

From the Experts:
VS Tank’s latest scale replica battle tank captures the look of the 
imposing German Tiger 1, right down to the green and tan camo 
colors. It also maneuvers like the real thing, with precision radio 
control of direction, speed and functions — including infrared 
cannon �re for mock battles!

Long story short...
The R2001SB is an S.Bus powerhouse that’s 
guaranteed to take your FPV �ights to the max!

The 32-Tip Multi-Driver is compact, versatile — 
and perfect for many hobby and non-hobby uses.

Long story short...

Long story short...

DESIGNED FOR DRONE RACING
R2001SB 2.4GHz S-FHSS S.Bus Receiver

FUTL7619 
R2001SB 
2.4GHz S-FHSS 
S.Bus Receiver

 ❚ Futaba’s smallest, lightest full-range     
receiver ever!

 ❚ Compatible with these Futaba systems: 

 18MZ-WC
 18MZ
 18SZ
 14SG

 ❚ Weighs only 4 grams

THE “GO-TO” TOOL YOU’LL USE EVERY DAY
32-Tip Multi-Driver

 ❚ Drive 32 different fasteners with one pocket-sized tool, 
including all of the ones found in popular drones, park 
�yers and RC vehicles

 ❚ Also ideal for household jobs such as watch, jewelry 
and eyeglass repair

 ❚ The anodized aluminum handle conveniently holds 15 
short-shank, double-tip bits — simply rotate the end 
cap to remove the bit you need

 ❚ Bit shanks lock onto the adjustable-length shaft for 
easy attachment and removal

 ❚ Handle is shaped to keep from rolling around on    
your work surface

DTXR1167 32-Tip Multi-Driver

®

10J
8J
6J
6K

ENGAGE IN WIRELESS WARFARE 
WITH THESE SCALE REPLICA TANKS

®

 
�CLICK HERE FOR GNERAL HOBBY PRODUCTS

 ❚ Incredible detail, including molded scale 
accessories and working hatches

 ❚ A painted driver �gure and machine guns can 
be installed for even more realism

 ❚ Three proportional forward speeds, two 
turning and pivot speeds and one speed for 
reverse

 ❚ All-wheel suspension and �exible rubber 
tracks tackle rugged terrain and inclines of up 
to 35°

 ❚ Infrared battle system allows for tank-to-tank 
combat 

 ❚ The interference-free 2.4GHz radio lets you 
do battle with up to 15 other VS Tanks at the 
same time!

VSKC2071   
1/24 Scale Tiger 1 
Late Desert Tank 

VSKC2032   
1/24 Scale Leopard 2 
A6 Winter Tank
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Estes Rocket kits are second to none for ease 
and fun!

Long story short...

®

From the Experts:
With 900 and over 1300 ft altitudes possible, these rockets 
deliver seriously high �ying fun!

2 Tech Support  217-398-8970March 2017   ❘   

Part of the second tier of more advanced 
kits, these kits feature laser cut wood 
�ns, plastic nose cones, un�nished body 
tubes, and complex designs. Requires 
moderate skills in model construction and 
�nishing, assembly may take a few days.

Protostar™
Be the Star!
Length: 24 in. (61 cm)
Diameter: 1.64 in. (42 mm)
Weight: 5 oz. (141.7 g)
Max. Altitude: 1350 feet (411 m)
Features: Laser cut Wood And Plastic Fins, Waterslide Decal, 
Plastic Nose Cone, 18” (46 cm) Parachute Recovery
Recommended Engines: C11-3 (First Launch), D12-5, E12-6
Requires: Finishing supplies, launch system, engines, 
starters, and recovery wadding (sold separately)
ESTT7260

From the Experts:
With 900 and over 1300 ft altitudes possible, these rockets 

Part of the second tier of more advanced 
kits, these kits feature laser cut wood 
�ns, plastic nose cones, un�nished body 
tubes, and complex designs. Requires 
moderate skills in model construction and 
�nishing, assembly may take a few days.

Protostar™
Be the Star!

Products for everyone! 3www.gpdealer.com    ❘    March 2017
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1/25 ‘66 CHEVY® SUBURBAN
Capacity and tenacity

The rich history of the Chevy Suburban stretches back almost as far as the history of Chevy 
itself. It is, in fact, the longest continuously used nameplate that is still in production. It’s 
a station wagon based on a pickup truck chassis and it has grown and evolved as the 
Chevy truck line has advanced. This 1966 version is from the �fth generation Suburban 
started in 1960. Kit features detailed 283ci V-8 engine, two rows of seats, whitewall 
tires, and spare tire.

85-4409 RMXS4409 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 4 Length: 7.75 in (197 mm)

1:48 F-102A DELTA DAGGER
Speed and ferocity

The threat of atomic-weapon toting bombers was very, immediately real throughout 
much of the Cold War. To counter that threat, the United States �elded the F-102. This 
supersonic interceptor was designed with delta wings (a �rst in jet aviation) and it 
formed a cornerstone piece of the Century Series of American �ghters made in the 50s. 
Kit features seated pilot �gure, external wing tanks, and internal weapons including: 3 
AIM-4A/E Falcons and 3 AIM-4C/D Falcons.

85-5869 RMXS5869 Total Parts: 97 Skill Level: 4 Length: 17.1 in (435 mm)

1/32 MESSERSCHMITT ME 262B-1 NIGHT 
FIGHTER
Even faster in the dark

The Me 262 was one of the �rst jet �ghters in the world and was incredibly lethal in the 
air, but Allied pilots learned to bounce Me 262s near their air �elds at takeoff or landing. 
Equipping the Me 262 as a night �ghter allowed it to take off and land in darkness... and 
to hunt the British bombers that streamed over Germany virtually every night late in the 
war. Kit features choice of lowered �aps, replica Jumo 004 engines, moving ailerons 
and rudder, antennae, guns, detailed cockpit, auxiliary fuel tanks, and two sets of decals.

04995 RVLS4995 Total Parts: 222 Skill Level: 5 Length: 13.2 in (336 mm)
   Wingspan: 15.4 in (391 mm)

1/35 PERSONNEL CARRIER
Con�ict conveyance

Halftracks provided protection, mobility, and support in virtually every con�ict theater 
during both World War II and the Korean War. The M-16 version had a top speed of 
around 40mph and it was very versatile. With varying equipment, it could carry troops, 
weapons, supplies, and more. For this kit, the M-16 is �tted with a 50 caliber machine gun 
and is equipped with seating for six soldiers. Kit features extra storage boxes, fuel cans, 
seated driver, eight crew �gures, �exible tracks, and opening doors.

85-0035 MONS0035 Total Parts: 92 Skill Level: 4 Length: 7.3 in (194 mm)

Space Twister™
A Twist on flying fun!
Length: 24.7 in. (62.7 cm)
Diameter: .98 in. (25 mm)
Weight: 1.5 oz. (42.5 g)
Max. Altitude: 900 ft. (274 m)
Features: Laser cut Wood Fins, Waterslide Decal, 
12 in. (30.5 cm) Parachute Recovery
Recommended Engines: A8-3 (�rst launch) B6-4, C6-5
Requires: Finishing supplies, launch system, 
engines, starters, and recovery wadding (sold 
separately)
ESTT7258

Space Twister™
A Twist on flying fun!
Length: 24.7 in. (62.7 cm)
Diameter: .98 in. (25 mm)
Weight: 1.5 oz. (42.5 g)
Max. Altitude: 900 ft. (274 m)
Features: Laser cut Wood Fins, Waterslide Decal, 
12 in. (30.5 cm) Parachute Recovery
Recommended Engines:
Requires: Finishing supplies, launch system, 
engines, starters, and recovery wadding (sold 
separately)
ESTT7258

TAKE YOUR ADVENTURE 
TO NEW HEIGHTS

Part of the second tier of more advanced 

These relatively simple kits require 
some painting, gluing, and sanding. 
Most feature laser cut wood �ns, 
plastic nose cones, and high 
quality decals. Assembly may take 
an afternoon, but step-by-step 
instructions make building very easy.

GIVE YOUR SPRING A LIFT!
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1/24 MCLAREN 570S
“Day to day drivability”

Many sports cars ignore unimportant things like ride comfort, cargo space, personal 
space, and fuel economy when creating their cars, but McClaren decided that with their 
570S you’d get the full package–a car you can drive and enjoy it, too. So, for roughly 
$180,000, you get two seats, 562 horsepower, and a top speed you can take to the track. 
Kit features multi-part body, open or close mounted doors, left or right hand drive, decals 
with multiple registration plate options.

07051 RVLS7051 Total Parts: 106 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.5 in (190 mm)

1/24 MITSUBISHI GALANT VR-4 RALLY
A long, hard ride

Both the Monte Carlo Rally and Rally Sweden are some of the most challenging races 
in the world, though they face incredibly different sorts of challenges. In Monte Carlo, 
the main problem is the tortuous, twisting tracks and the extreme variability of road 
conditions. For Rally Sweden, the ubiquitous snow cover makes racing extremely dif�cult. 
For one car to pull off top ten �nishes in both races, it would have to be an exceptional 
ride. This limited edition kit features decals for Swedish Rally winner Kenneth Eriksson 
and Monte Carlo racer Timo Salonen.

20288 (Limited Edition) HSGS0288 Total Parts: 114 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.5 in (190 mm)

1/24 LANCIA DELTA HF INTEGRALE 16V 1991 1000 
LAKES RALLY
Flying Finns

With gravel roads, high hills, and jumps throughout the course, the 1000 Lakes Rally (or 
Rally Finland) is a punishing, extremely high speed race. Very few non-Finnish participants 
ever see the podium because of the daunting challenge presented by the event. In 1991 
Juha Kankkunen won the race in his Lancia Delta HF. He would win the event twice more 
before 2016. This limited edition kit features a Lancia Delta HF Integrale with decals for 
1991 1000 Lakes Rally winner Juha Kankkunen.

20289 (Limited Edition) HSGS0289 Total Parts: 136 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.5 in (165 mm) 

1/72 NAKAJIMA A6M2-N TYPE 2 SEAPLANE (2KITS)
Hunting PT boats

With its large �oats, the “Rufe” seaplane was able to operate from limited forward 
bases for the Japanese during WWII. These same �oats, however, degraded the �ight 
performance of the base aircraft (the vaunted Mitsubishi Zero). This resulted in a very 
deadly situation. If the A6M2-N found the PT boats, it could be quite bad for them. 
However, if escort �ghters found the “Rufe” the seaplanes didn’t stand a chance. This 
limited edition kit combo features two aircraft with three sets of decals.

02220 (Limited Edition) HSGS2220 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 45 x 2 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 5.5 in (140 mm) Wingspan: 6.5 in (166 mm)

1/72 MIKOYAN 25 FOXBAT “WORLD FOXBAT”
Iron aircraft

Virtually all stainless steel construction made the Foxbat stand out before it ever took 
wing. In the air, it really “took off”. With an operational top speed of Mach 2.83, it was 
one of the fastest of all active-duty military aircraft. It was designed to �y high and fast 
in order to confront the threat from Cold-War era US recon planes and bombers. Along 
the way, this aircraft set world records that still stand. This limited edition kit features 
decals for Algerian, Ukrainian, and Soviet Air Force planes.

02221 (Limited Edition) HSGS2221 Total Parts: 98 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 12.1 in (307 mm) Wingspan: 7.7 in (195 mm)

1/72 P-38H/J LIGHTNING “EUROPEAN THEATRE” 
(TWO KITS)
Saw through some swastikas

With its combination of four .50 cal machine guns and one 20mm cannon, all clustered 
in the nose of the aircraft, the P-38 Lightning had a �ring rate of roughly 4,000 rounds a 
minute. In every theater of the war that was plenty of �repower to bring the biggest birds 
down, and with the accuracy to get a good shot in at the nimblest, as well. In Europe, 
speci�cally, the type was also pressed into action as a �ghter bomber. This limited edition 
kit combo features two P-38s with 8th Air Force decals.

02225 (Limited Edition) HSGS2225 Total Parts: 63 x 2 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 6.3 in (160 mm) Wingspan: 8.7 in (220 mm)

1/72 F-15J EAGLE “306SQ 35TH ANNIVERSARY”
From Komatsu to you

Since 1958, the airbase at Komatsu has been operated by the Japan Air Self Defense 
Forces and as a civilian passenger and cargo hub. It’s also a site for frequent Blue Impulse 
demonstrations and, since 2007, has been the station of a large number of F-15 �ghters. 
A total of 213 F-15Js have been built for the JASDF, making it the primary air superiority 
aircraft for Japan. This limited edition kit features special decals for 303 and 306 
squadrons at Komatsu Air Base.

02226 (Limited Edition) HSGS2226 Total Parts: 138 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10.5 in (267 mm)  Wingspan: 7 in (179 mm)

1/350 IJN DESTROYER TYPE KOH NOWAKI 
“SUPER DETAIL”
One of three for the Philippine Sea

With this set you can build any one of three IJN Destroyers including two that participated 
in the Battle of the Philippine Sea and one from the Battle of Midway. These vessels all 
carried six �ve-inch guns plus a battery of anti-aircraft guns and Long Lance torpedoes. 
Despite the power of the ships and the courage of their crews, all three were sunk by 
enemy action before the end of the war. This limited edition kit features detail-up photo-
etched parts plus three sets of decals for Nowaki, Hamakaze, and Tanikaze.

40094 (Limited Edition) HSGS4094 Total Parts: 210 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 13.7 in (347.5 mm) 
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1/48 [AREA-88] A-4M SKYHAWK “GREG GATES”
Accelerate your anime

Kaoru Shintani’s action-packed manga, Area-88, debuted in 1979. It was an instant hit, 
exciting readers with the exploits of Shin Kazama, a mercenary �ghter pilot stationed 
at a top-secret air base called Area-88. In both the anime and OVA, a bearded Danish 
mercenary named Greg Gates serves with Shin. He �ies either an A-4 or and A-10. The 
series, which was praised for its white-knuckle dog�ghting action, inspired multiple 
animated �lms and a television series. This limited edition kit features two marking 
option inspired by Japan’s popular “Area-88” manga: Greg Gates and Campbell.

64747 (Limited Edition) HSGS4747 Total Parts: 138 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10.1 in (256 mm) Wingspan: 7 in (177 mm)

1/48 F-4J PHANTOM II “VF-84 JOLLY ROGERS 
SUPER DETAIL”
Heavy hitters on the wing

Though they only �ew the F-4 Phantom II for 12 years, it’s safe to say that the Jolly Rogers 
put it to good use. For seven months in 1965 VF-84 pilots �ew over 1,500 combat sorties 
and smashed targets all over Vietnam. Later, the type was on guard in the Mediterranean 
as tensions rose and boiled over in the Middle East. This limited edition super detail kit 
features metal parts, photo-etched parts, vinyl cord and decals for VF-84 aboard USS 
Roosevelt Code: AE200 in 1972.

51044 (Limited Edition) HSGS5144 Skill Level: 3 Length: 14.6 in (370 mm) 
Wingspan: 9.6 in (244 mm)

1/72 EUROFIGHTER TYPHOON SINGLE SEATER 
“ACE COMBAT UPEO”
Face the Estovakian Storm

Ace Combat 6: The Fires of Liberation pits pilots, once again, against an aggressive and 
superior force of invaders. Against such odds, the only defense is a fast plane and a faster 
trigger �nger! Fortunately, Hasegawa can help you out with the plane. The Euro�ghter 
Typhoon is one of the top aircraft currently available in the world inventory and you can 
get this one in a specialized “UPEO” livery that’s straight from the DLC on Ace Combat 6. 
This limited edition kit features two special “UPEO” decals.

52155 (Limited Edition) HSGS5255 Total Parts: 196 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 8.7 in (222 mm) Wingspan: 6 in (154 mm)

1/48 MESSERSCHMITT BF109 G-6/G-14 “HARTMANN”
Build Bubi’s bird

Erich “Bubi” Hartmann was the highest scoring �ghter pilot in history with 352 con�rmed 
air to air kills. His aircraft, the Bf109 G series introduced in 1942, included a more powerful 
DB 605 engine and a specialized black tulip pattern behind the engine. With it, Erich was 
able to execute extremely high speed hit and run attacks at close range before speeding 
away. This limited edition kit features a resin �gure of Hartmann and two sets of decals.

07447 (Limited Edition) HSGS7447 Total Parts: 77 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.4 in (189 mm) Wingspan: 8.1 in (207 mm) 

1/72 SUKHOI SU-34/SU-32 FULLBACK
Go further, hit harder

The Sukhoi Su-34 multirole combat aircraft (NATO codename “Fullback”) is a Russian 
twin-engine, twin-seat �ghter bomber able to perform strike, interdiction, ground and 
naval attack duties. It has a large, fully armored cockpit where the crew sit side by side. 
Two powerful Ljul’ka turbofans enable it to reach a maximum speed of Mach 1.8 and it 
has a maximum ferry range (without refueling) of nearly 2,500 miles. Weather and light 
levels don’t affect its ability to direct its 30mm gun and up to 26,000 lbs of ordnance to 
target. Kit features decals for four versions.

1379S ITAS1379 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12.75 in (324mm) 

1/24 20’ CONTAINER TRAILER
Moving the global economy

Designed to optimize the logistics of road transport, our trailer for 20’ containers or swap 
bodies is inspired by the FCT model (�xed container transportation) produced by Tecnokar. 
Its carefully built structure offers the right balance between stability, sturdiness and 
durability. The �xed container transportation chassis is a steel H-beam chassis with a 2’ 
�fth wheel coupling kingpin, Jost double-speed retractile oscillating rails, and twist arms 
with zinc-coated twists. Kit features highly detailed parts and full decals.

3887S ITAS3887 Skill Level: 3 Length: 11.3 in (288mm)

AMT® 1/25 1953 FORD CONVERTIBLE
Convert and cruise

Fresh off the battle�elds of WWII, returning GIs wanted something that was fast and 
thrilling... something that would blow their hair back. The 1953 Ford Convertible �t the 
bill. It was perfectly priced for soldiers that were settling down to the business of building 
prosperity. Relive the nostalgic golden era of American automobiles with this classic 1953 
Ford Convertible. Kit features top up or down option, Firestone whitewall tires, optional 
Continental kit and fender skirts.

AMTS1026/12 AMTS1026  Skill Level: 2 

AMT 1/20 1994 CHEVY CAMARO CONVERTIBLE
Nineties nostalgia on four wheels

If you didn’t love the nineties before, take just one look at the ‘94 Chevy Camaro and 
you will. These cars are winning combinations of sleek, fast, and attractive in a way 
that’s hard to match by modern standards. Fourth generation Camaros continued the trend 
towards the knife-blade nose from the third generation–replacing the big, squared grill 
with a sleek hood slant. Plus, with either a V6 or V8 under that hood, the Camaro could 
really move. Kit features opening hood, detailed engine, complete suspension, detailed 
chassis, and molded in color parts.

AMT1030M/12 AMTS1030 Skill Level: 2 
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AMT 1/25 2017 CHEVY CAMARO 1LE (SNAP)
Made for the fearless

With the 2016 update to the Camaro lineup, Chevy brought back the mid-century muscle 
look and powered it with V6 or V8 engines in the 1LE variant. Gobs of pedal to the metal 
power rocket these beasts to the sixty mile an hour mark in nothing �at and keep on 
going. Plus, they don’t look bad doing it, either. Kit features easy, glue-less assembly, 
modern tooling, special packaging, molded in color parts, and full instructions.

AMT1032M/12 AMTS1032 Skill Level: 1

AMT 1/25 2017 CHEVY® CAMARO™ 50TH 
ANNIVERSARY
Half a century of awesome
For �fty years, the Chevy Camaro has been turning heads. If that’s not an anniversary 
to celebrate, I don’t know what is. To recognize the milestone, Chevy designed the 50th 
anniversary edition Camaro. It’s the kind of car you have to see to believe. It’s built with 
clear in�uences from past editions of the Camaro but it’s also uniquely its own machine. 
Kit features molded in color parts, super-detailed engine, detailed chassis and interior, 
poseable front wheels, and special, 50th anniversary wheel, chin spoiler, and grille parts.

AMTS1035M/12 AMTS1035 Skill Level: 2

AMT 1/25 MACK R685ST SEMI TRACTOR
Full pull

Work sites the world over recognize the power of the Mack truck. One of the most 
recognized of all Mack trucks it the R685ST. You might not know it by name, but you 
certainly have witnessed the results it offers! Frog logging, to construction, to trash 
hauling, and more, the R685ST is the modern workhorse that gets the most done. Kit 
features super-detailed engine, detailed chassis and interior, expanded decal art, and 
Retro Deluxe™ vintage packaging.

AMTS1039/06 AMTS1039 Total Parts: 200+ Skill Level: 3
    

AMT 1/25 1951 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE
Temptingly topless

Cruise on down to the drive-in for a �ick. Hit up the diner for some burgers. Head on over 
to the soda fountain. With this nostalgic ride, the �fties come alive! It’s perfect for making 
a spiffy stock replica or a custom ride with baby moon wheels, “stovebolt” 6-cylinder, and 
more. Kit features all new decals, vintage style packaging, detailed engine, full chassis 
and interior, and option of stock or custom versions.

AMTS1041/12 AMTS1041 Skill Level: 2 

AMT 1/32 1965 FORD MUSTANG FASTBACK
All the horsepower in one place

More of a revolution than a car, the Mustang started the “pony car” craze and it’s easy 
to see why. Americans simply could not pass up its combination of speed, power, sleek 
looks, and incredible affordability. In its introductory year, the Mustang set sales records 
and cruised into garages nationwide. For over �fty years, now, it has been a dream car for 
gearheads and classic car enthusiasts alike. Kit features simpli�ed assembly, colorful 
decals, vintage-style packaging, and full instructions.

AMTS1042/12 AMTS1042 Skill Level: 2 

AMT 1/25 1960 FORD STARLINER
Star studded performance
With its high trim level and powerful V-8 engine, it was easy to see why folks compared 
the Starliner to production jet �ghters. It was a true jet age ride...sleek, fully equipped, 
and ready to take on the track or the grocery run at a moment’s notice. Nearly seventy 
thousand were built in 1960, but the mark dropped to less than thirty thousand by 1961 
and was replaced entirely by 1962. This built-in rarity and the stresses imposed by racing 
make the Starliner a rare catch. Kit features stock or custom versions, two complete 
engines with options, pad printed whitewall tires, and Retro Deluxe™ packaging.

AMTS1055/12 AMTS1055 Skill Level: 2 

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/144 U-WING FIGHTER AND 
TIE STRIKER ROGUE ONE
Resist
How do you stop the most devastating weapon the galaxy has ever seen? Rogue One shows 
us the answer is in friendship, resolve, and having the right ship in the right place at the right 
time. In honor of Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, build the U-Wing troop transport and Tie 
Striker �ghter from the �lm. Both crafts are capable of space and atmospheric �ight and both 
play key roles in the Battle of Scarif. Kit features U-Wing, Tie Striker, and combat assault 
tank plus display stands, U-Wing laser effect parts, pilots, drivers, and full instructions.

212184 BANS2184 Total Parts: 5 Runners Length:  (U-Wing): 6.5 in (165mm)   
Length (Tie Striker): 4.7 in (119mm) Length (Tank): 2 in (51mm)

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/144 NEW MS IBO 2ND SEASON
Further details soon!

A new, large-scale mobile suit has launched! Further gimmicks and weapons to be 
unveiled at a later date! Kit features detailed parts and full instructions.

212196 BANS2196 Total Parts: 9 Runners

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/144 NEW GUNDAM FRANE 
IBO 2ND SEASON
Back from the dead!
A ferocious, repaired form of Gundam Barbatos Lupus that has been created as a result of 
the intense damage from �ghting the Mobile Armor Hashmal. Its massive arms have been 
recreated with razor tipped claws on the hands. Hashmal’s tail weapon can extend from 
the back with the use of a wire. Also includes forearm compartments that open and close 
to reveal sub-arms for grasping additional weapons from the various IBO MS Option Sets. 
The largest mace for Barbatos has been included and includes retracting gimmick to store 
on rear skirt armor. Kit features full armament and instructions.

212197 BANS2197 Total Parts: 5 Runners Skill Level:  Length: 

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/144 HELMWIGE LINKER 
GUNDAM IBO
Cut in close

Helmwige is a ”Valkyrja” frame mobile suit designed with extraordinarily heavy armor 
and a gigantic sword for intense close combat. It’s piloted by Isurugi Camice–an assistant 
to McGillis Fareed in Gjallarhorn. As the action heats up in the second season of Gundam 
Iron Blooded Orphans, the Helmwige is sure to get in some close scrapes!

212962 BANS2962 Total Parts:  Skill Level:  Length: 
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BANDAI GUNDAM 1/144 MOBILE SUIT OPTION 8/
SAU MOBILE WORKER
Upgrade to eradicate

Multiple weapons, tools, hands, and an SAU Mobile Worker make this set a must-have 
for Gunpla fans everywhere! This set can be combined with Lupus and Graze-type Mobile 
suits! Kit features two small maces, mattock, ice axe, shield, SAU mobile worker, open 
hands for Reginlaze frame, joint parts, and full instructions.

212965 BANS2965 Total Parts: 4 Runners 

BANDAI GUNDAM NO.09 POINTER ULTRAMAN 
BANIA MECHA COLLECTION
Serve and protect in style
Finally available in the Mecha Collection! The Ultra Garrison �nally has its vehicle of choice 
available now. It’s an accurately reproduced model, based on thorough investigations of 
the original and scaled to �t in the palm of your hand. Kit features molded in color parts, 
water transfer decals, distinctive molding, and full instructions!

212966 BANS2966 Total Parts: 3 Runners  Length: 3 in (76.2mm)

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/144 PETIT’GGUY 
SODAPOPBLUE/ICECANDY HG
Back in blue!

Petit_Gguy is back in blue and really cool, too! Sodapopblue is a Popsicle lover! This 
almost-transparent blue petit’gguy comes complete with a half-eaten Popsicle carefully 
recreated with a foil sticker so you can replicate the Popsicle stick! As always, he comes 
with a jigsaw piece stand for interlocking with other Petit’Gguys, and he’s also got a 
sweet frozen treat just for you!

214452 BANS4452 Total Parts: 4 Runners 

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/144 PETIT’GGUY 
BITTERSWEETBROWN/CHOCOLATE
Brown will turn your frown upside down!
Petit’Gguy is sweeter than ever! Bittersweetbrown & Chocolate is a chocoholic! This 
tasty brown petit’gguy comes complete with a chocolate bar carefully recreated with 
a foil sticker you can use to recreate the texture of the wrapping paper! As always, he 
comes with a jigsaw piece stand for interlocking with other Petit’Gguys, and he’s also got 
a chocolate bar treat just for you!

214453 BANS4453 Total Parts: 4 Runners 

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/72 TIE STRIKER ROGUE ONE 
A STAR WARS STORY
Devastation on demand
Equipped for both atmospheric and space �ight and armed with heavy weapons, the Tie 
Striker is the strong arm of the Galactic Empire in Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. It is 
used at the Battle of Scarif against Rebel Alliance forces attempting to steal the plans 
for the Death Star. Recreate the best of the worst with this intricate kit! Kit features 
solar panels, glueless assembly, display stand, laser effect parts, view port options, and 
seated pilot �gure.
214474 BANS4474 Total Parts: 5 Runners  Length: 9.5 in (241mm)

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/144 HEKIJA GUNDAM IBO 
BANDAI HG
Give ‘em the bayonet!
Able to morph between multiple modes and built with maneuverability and power in 
mind, the Hekija is the mobile suit you want on your side in a �ght! Plus, with vectoring 
propulsion systems, the Hekija is in your face in no time. Twin arm blades provide close-
quarters punch, but the real threat is the bayonet ri�e and Tobiguchi blade. Kit features 
ability to switch to assault form, armament, sticker, and full instructions.

215376 BANS5376 Total Parts: 4 Runners 

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/144 PAPA’GGUY BUILD 
FIGHTERS BANDAI HG
The classiest of all constructs

With top hat, monocle, cane, and mustache, Papa’Gguy is setting out on a trail of 
adventure! PAPA has �nally arrived in the “Beargguy and Petitgguy” world. You can 
also change Papa’s expressions. Don’t let your Beargguy family go without a father! Pair 
Papa’Gguy with Mama’Gguy and Petit’Gguy for the ultimate ursine family! Kit features 
joint part, cane, top hat, mustache, foil stickers, and full instructions.
215631 BANS5631 Total Parts: 10 Runners 

BANDAI GUNDAM 015 UNICORN GUNDAM 02 
BANSHEE NORN DM SD
Roar into battle!

Armed with a beam magnum and ready to take on foes big or small, this “super deformed” 
version of the Banshee Norn Gundam is ready to roar into battle! It’s pre-colored, snap-
together parts are ready to construct a full Gundam virtually immediately! Wage war in 
the stars today. Kit features beam magnum, revolving launcher, armed armor DE, foil 
seal, and full instructions.

215857 BANS5857 Total Parts: 4 Runners 

BANDAI GUNDAM DRAMATIC COMBINATION 
FREEDOM GUNDAM 2.0
Display today!

The legendary Freedom Gundam is available here with Kira Yamato–the chief protagonist 
of Gundam SEED. Dynamic displays are virtually guaranteed! The packaging is adorned 
with specially-designed illustrations and comes with an all-new instruction manual. Pick 
up yours and take to space. Kit features a special display base, AMA-M01 Lacerta beam 
sabers, two Lupus beam ri�es, anti-beam shield, hand options, Tetro sticker, decals, 
stickers, and full instructions.
216378 BANS6378 Total Parts: 23 Runners 

BANDAI GUNDAM 1/100 NEW GUNDAM FRANE 
IBO 2ND SEASON
Bigger and badder than ever!
A ferocious, repaired form of Gundam Barbatos Lupus that has been created as a result of 
the intense damage from �ghting the Mobile Armor Hashmal. Its massive arms have been 
recreated with razor tipped claws on the hands. Hashmal’s tail weapon can extend from 
the back with the use of a wire. Also includes forearm compartments that open and close 
to reveal sub-arms for grasping additional weapons from the various 1/100 scale IBO MS 
Option Sets. The largest mace for Barbatos has been included with lunging pile-bunker 
action and retracting gimmick. Kit features full armament and instructions.
212964 BANS2964 Total Parts: 12 Runners 
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Winning Moves® Rubik’s® Triamid™

Classic fun gets a new twist

 ❚ 10 individual pieces

 ❚ Four colorful sides

 ❚ Four joining sections

Winning Moves® Rubik’s® Build It Solve It
Build it, then solve it!

 ❚ Full parts to build your cube

 ❚ Full solution guide to help you solve it!

 ❚ Hours of fun

Latina 1/50 Swift Easy Build
All hands on deck!

 ❚ DVD with a step-by-step assembly guide with pictures.

 ❚ Video tutorials and tips.

 ❚ A 1:1 scale color plan.

 ❚ Laser cut wooden parts.

 ❚ Pre-sewn cotton sails included.

 ❚ Pre-cut pieces of brass.

 ❚ Stand included.

27022-3   LATX7023
Magni�er w/5 LED Lights

SW-0541   DUNX0541
Spectacular Sedum

5033   WNMH5033
Rubik’s Triamid

5034   WNMH5034
Rubik’s Build It Solve It

22110-N   LATB2110
1/50 Swift Easy Build

MOEBIUS MODELS® 1/8 1966 RIDDLER
Riddle me this

What’s malevolent, intelligent, and has terrible taste in unitards? If you answered “The 
Riddler” you should de�nitely pick up this amazing 1/8 scale Riddler �gure. It’s based 
on the famous Frank Gorshin portrayal of Riddler from the campy 1960’s “Batman” TV 
series. Detailed sculpting by Jeff Yagher brings the questionably colorful Riddler to life! 
Kit features posed 9.5” Riddler model with batcave rock display base and nameplate.

954 MOES0954 Total Parts:  Skill Level:  Length: 

MPC 1/25 COCA COLA VENDING MACHINE SHOW 
ROD SE
Hot rod, cool drinks

If speed is your thing, but you want to keep your cool... look no further than the Coca Cola 
Vending Machine Show Rod. This machine is the wackiest thing on four wheels. Tricked 
out with a custom engine and all the right gear... and then loaded down with an epic Coke 
distribution system extraordinaire. It’s unorthodox. It’s insane. It’s exactly what you need 
on your shelf.
MPC871/12 MPCS0871 Total Parts:  Skill Level:  Length: 

POLAR LIGHTS® 1/350 STAR TREK® USS 
ENTERPRISE™ REFIT
Built for the big screen
When Star Trek: The Motion Picture was announced in 1978, fans from all over the world 
couldn’t wait to be reunited with their favorite characters. For its big-screen debut, the 
USS Enterprise was upgraded, or “re�t,” with swept-back pylons, all-new nacelles and 
pearlescent white surface paneling that gave it a stunning sheen. Kit features authentic 
details based on the original �lming miniature, a detailed interior shuttle hangar bay, 
arboretum and of�cer’s lounge, a sturdy base with metal support rod, registry/pennant/
marking decals and all new packaging art.

POL949/04 PLLS0949 Total Parts:  Skill Level:  Length: 34 in (864 mm)

Latina Magni�er w/5 LED Lights
Get up close and personal!

 ❚ Multiple magni�cation options

 ❚ Moving alligator clip holders

 ❚ Movable LED light

 ❚ Soldering iron holder

 ❚ Requires 3 “AA” batteries

Dunecraft Spectacular Sedum
Bring green wherever you go!

 ❚ Easy to grow

 ❚ Sedum plants are easy to care for

 ❚ Self-watering planter base




